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Healing Characterisations of Waste-derived Bitumen Based on Crack 1 

Length: Laboratory and Modelling 2 

Linglin Li a, b Yang Yang b Yangming Gao b and Yuqing Zhang b, * 3 
a School of Automotive & Transportation Engineering, Hefei University of Technology, Hefei, China 4 

b Department of Civil Engineering, Aston University, Birmingham, United Kingdom 5 

Abstract: The accumulations of waste plastics and municipal solid wastes from the resident 6 

groups and industrial companies have been causing serious environmental issues in the UK, 7 

due to difficulties in logistics, sorting, and reuse. In this sense, this paper is stimulated to 8 

develop novel approaches to convert some wastes into eco-friendly infrastructural materials, 9 

which provides a new way of waste reduction and reuse and extending the service life of 10 

asphalt pavement. This study aims to characterise the healing performance of waste-derived 11 

bitumen before and after pressure ageing vessel (PAV) ageing based on the crack length. One 12 

waste-derived bitumen was fabricated by blending the bio-oil pyrolysed from the organic 13 

fraction of municipal solid waste (5wt.%) with a control bitumen (X70) using a high shear 14 

mixer at a speed of 150 revolutions per minute (RPM) for 30 minutes at 150°C under 15 

nitrogen atmosphere. A second waste-derived bitumen was fabricated using the low-density 16 

polyethene (LDPE) and mixed with the control bitumen at a concentration of 6wt.% at a 17 

speed of 900RPM for 90 minutes at 180°C under nitrogen atmosphere. Crack length-based 18 

healing index and Ramberg-Osgood model were employed to characterise the healing rate 19 

and healing capability of the bitumen, respectively. Material properties (e.g., relaxation 20 

modulus and surface energy) of the bitumen used in the healing models were calibrated by 21 

linear amplitude sweep test (10Hz and 20°C), frequency sweep test (10Hz, 10~70°C), and 22 

time sweep fatigue-healing test (10Hz and 20°C) at a controlled strain level of 5% with 23 

different rest durations. Advancing contact angles used in the healing models of the bitumen 24 

were measured by a sessile drop tensiometer based on the tilting cradle method. Results show 25 

that the bio-oil productively promotes the healing potential and capability of the unaged 26 

bitumen, and the LDPE slightly strengthens them. The PAV ageing process evaporates most 27 

of the modifier bio-oil; hence, the PAV-aged bio-oil modified bitumen does not show better 28 

healing performance than that of the PAV-aged control bitumen. The PAV-aged LDPE 29 

modified bitumen has much better healing performance than those of the PAV-aged control 30 

bitumen and the PAV-aged bio-oil modified bitumen. The short-term healing rate and healing 31 

potential dominate the healing behaviours of the bitumen. The unaged bio-oil modified 32 

bitumen heals the fastest (having the highest short-term healing rate) and most (having the 33 

highest healing potential), followed by the unaged LDPE modified bitumen, and the unaged 34 

control bitumen heals the least and slowest. The PAV-aged LDPE modified bitumen heals the 35 

fastest and most, followed by the PAV-aged bio-oil modified bitumen and the PAV-aged 36 

control bitumen. The fundamental reason for LDPE’s enhancement to bitumen’s healing is 37 

that the LDPE increased the deformation recovery ability of the bitumen, leading to a higher 38 

wetting rate of the cracked surfaces and thus a higher short-term healing rate. However, the 39 

LDPE in bitumen cannot accelerate the molecular diffusion to increase the intrinsic healing 40 

or the long-term healing rate. 41 

 42 
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1. Introduction 44 

Petroleum-derived bitumen, the residue from crude oil refining, is used as a binder in asphalt 45 

concrete for constructing and maintaining over 95% of the UK’s transport infrastructures, 46 

such as roads (Lvel et al., 2020), highways (Li et al., 2015), airport runways (Li, Q. et al., 47 

2018) and car parks (Azam et al., 2018). However, there has been increased concerns over 48 

the negative environmental effects (e.g., global greenhouse gas emissions) of the petroleum 49 

industry (Ali et al., 2019), which increases the demand for eco-friendly binders for pavement 50 

construction. Furthermore, petroleum-derived bitumen makes up about 5% of the road 51 

construction but accounts for approximately half of the cost of materials used to produce an 52 

asphalt mixture. Hence, there would be substantial benefits to the environment and economic 53 

cost if an eco-friendly and renewable bitumen is developed and implemented. 54 

There are a couple of waste materials that have been effectively utilised in asphalt pavement, 55 

which substantially enhances engineering performances of asphalt mixture and reduces the 56 

environmental harm. Marble wastes are commonly used as fine aggregate and filler in asphalt 57 

mixture. Kofteci et al. (2018) evaluated the usability of marble waste in asphalt mixture. 58 

They reported that marble waste can effectively increase the Marshall stability and reduce the 59 

flow value of the asphalt mixture. In addition, they found that the involvement of marble 60 

waste promoted the indirect tensile strength and resistance to moisture damage and abrasion 61 

wear. Recycled paper mill sludge is also documented to partially substitute the mineral filler 62 

to improve the asphalt performance. Chew et al. (2020) investigated the mechanical 63 

properties of asphalt mixture modified by recycled paper (dry process) mill sludge from the 64 

microscopic perspective. They found that recycled paper mill sludge can effectively promote 65 

the mechanical properties (e.g., resilient modulus, Leutner shear and dynamic creep) of 66 

asphalt mixture. The fundamental reason of the above observations is that recycled paper mill 67 

sludge forms a type of lapped antenna, which promotes mechanical performance and binder-68 

aggregate adhesion bonding of asphalt mixture. In addition to marble waste and paper sludge 69 

waste, solid waste of restaurant (de Azevedo et al., 2020) can also be utilised in asphalt 70 

mixture to enhance its performance. Jalkh et al. (2018) evaluated the impacts of oxidation on 71 

physicochemical and rheological performances of waste cooking oil and coffee grounds oil 72 

for potential use as rejuvenators of reclaimed bitumen from aged and damaged asphalt 73 

pavements. They concluded that the waste cooking oil and coffee grounds oil can be used as 74 

sustainable rejuvenators for reclaimed bitumen. In addition, the viscosity of the above oils 75 

can be customised by oxidation process (e.g., temperature and duration) to work well with the 76 

reclaimed bitumen. 77 

Meantime, in the UK there are approximately 8 million tonnes of waste plastics and 78 

municipal solid waste (MSW) needed to be processed each year. Due to the difficulties in 79 

their logistics, sorting and reuse, almost all of them are landfilled, sea-dumping or 80 

incinerated. With the development of waste management techniques and implementation of a 81 

circular economy, people gradually find that one of the promising options to recycle most of 82 

these wastes is to convert them physically or chemically into durable construction materials 83 

for transport infrastructures (Abo El-Naga and Ragab, 2019; Romeo et al., 2018). Fethiza Ali 84 

et al. (2020) studied the effect of waste plastic on thermal-oxidative ageing of the bitumen. 85 

They found that waste plastic modified bitumen presented higher resistance to thermal-86 

oxidative ageing (i.e., short-term ageing and long-term ageing) compared to the control 87 

bitumen. Tauste-Martínez et al. (2021) conducted an assessment of the effect of recycled 88 

low-density polyethene (LDPE) on the long-term performance of the bitumen. The Atomic 89 

Force Microscopy (AFM) and Multiple Stress Creep and Recovery (MSCR) results proved 90 

that recycled LDPE can effectively improve the durability of the bitumen. Karmakar and 91 
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Kumar Roy (2021) investigated the influence of plastic waste on moisture damage of 92 

bituminous materials with the test methods of FTIR, AFM, modified Marshall immersion, 93 

and indirect tensile strength. The results indicated that plastic waste can be utilised as an 94 

effective moisture resistive modifier to fabricate a durable asphalt mix in the wearing course 95 

of asphalt pavement. Ramli et al. (2021) designed a modified asphalt mixture with waste 96 

plastic polypropylene to enhance its performance of horizontal deformation. The horizonal 97 

deformation measured from the test showed that waste plastic polypropylene strengthened the 98 

deformation properties of the mixture without any negative effect. 99 

Regarding the MSW, more commonly known as trash or garbage, the main components are 100 

the product packaging, grass clippings, furniture, clothing, bottles, food scraps, newspapers, 101 

appliances, and paint, all of which comes from the residential homes, schools, hospitals, and 102 

businesses. In recent years, the possibility of recycling the above MSW in pavement 103 

engineering attracts increased attention and quickly leads to hot issues. Spreadbury et al. 104 

(2021) evaluated the field performances (i.e., resilient modulus and permanent deformation) 105 

of MSW incineration bottom ash as a base material of a road. They found that the resilient 106 

modulus and permanent deformation of this base layer were affected by the thickness, 107 

compaction effort, and moisture content of this layer. Based on these results, the authors 108 

proposed an optimal performance guideline regarding compact energy, thickness, and 109 

moisture control of the MSW incineration bottom ash. Yan et al. (2019) investigated 110 

properties (e.g., penetration, soft point, complex modulus, and creep stiffness) of asphalt 111 

mortar modified by MSW incineration fly ash. They concluded that: 1) MSW incineration fly 112 

ash slightly decreased the low-temperature performance of the mortar, and this negative 113 

effect could be ignored; 2) MSW incineration fly ash significantly enhanced the high-114 

temperature properties of the mortar. Hence, compared with the traditional filler (e.g., 115 

limestone mineral), MSW incineration fly ash could be a better option for asphalt fabrication 116 

and implementation due to its advantages of waste management, energy conservation, and 117 

performance enhancement. 118 

Pyrolysis, which is a thermochemical decomposition of organic material that occurs at 119 

designed temperatures in the absence of oxygen, is employed as a method for waste disposal 120 

and energy recovery. There have been increasing research activities and industrial 121 

developments of pyrolysis of unrecycled waste plastics by using different types of reactors to 122 

produce pyrolysis bio-oil. Hariadi et al. (2021) quantified the effects of bio-oils pyrolysed 123 

from waste LDPE in three different reactor outlets. They found that the quality and quantity 124 

of the bio-oil were essentially affected by pyrolysis duration and temperature. The optimal 125 

pyrolysis temperature for the selected waste LDPE was 250 °C. Baena-González et al. (2020) 126 

reported the recovery of bitumen, olefinic solvents, aromatic compounds, and recycled 127 

polystyrene from pyrolysis oil from waste plastics. Their results showed that waste-derived 128 

bitumen (i.e., bitumen obtained from the pyrolysis oil) had a high potential to be a modifier 129 

for traditional petroleum bitumen by reducing its viscosity and soft point because the waste-130 

derived bitumen contained 55.05 wt% of aromatics and 33.41 wt% of saturates. Moreover, 131 

due to its great application potential showed by the altered physical, chemical, mechanical 132 

and economical properties, pyrolysis oil derived from the MSW also has been regarded as a 133 

promising candidate to enhance the bitumen’s engineering performance. Yang et al. (2018) 134 

presented an investigation on ageing and rheological properties of bio-oil from intermediate 135 

pyrolysis of the organic part of the MSW. They observed an obvious decrease in dynamic 136 

viscosity of the bio-oil after accelerated ageing, which was due to the decomposition of the 137 

semisolid organic agglomerates in the MSW during the intermediate pyrolysis. The reduced 138 

dynamic viscosity of the bio-oil (after ageing) indicated that it can be selected as a substitute 139 

for the light component in the petroleum bitumen for road construction and maintenance. 140 
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It is observed that the bitumen in the asphalt mixture, when exposed to cracking damage 141 

caused by thermal, vehicle and other loadings, can heal the cracks and restore partially or 142 

fully the original set of their physical, chemical, and mechanical properties. The healing can 143 

defer the initiation and evolution of the material deteriorations (e.g., fatigue crack) and 144 

eventually result in an extension of the service life of the asphalt pavement. A road 145 

performance prediction without accurately modelling the healing process in the bitumen will 146 

lead to a significant systematic error which could cause misleading conclusions or completely 147 

wrong decisions in material selections, road structural design or techno-economic analyses. 148 

Xu et al. (2021) employed three types of rejuvenators to quantify the healing effect on 149 

performance recoveries of the damaged bitumen. They found that the selected rejuvenators 150 

encapsulated in calcium alginate can effectively restore the physical, chemical, and 151 

rheological performances of the damaged bitumen. The fundamental reason for this 152 

phenomenon is that the released rejuvenator wets the cracks, diffuses into the damaged 153 

bitumen, and heals the bitumen eventually. Grossegger (2021) investigated the occurrence of 154 

an optimal healing time in the asphalt. He concluded that 1) healing potential was related to 155 

healing method, healing duration, and crack type; 2) optimal healing time only can be 156 

determined in a range due to the measurement uncertainty introduced by the heterogeneity of 157 

the asphalt. Chen et al. (2002) proposed a method for surface energy measurement of the 158 

asphalt, based on which they predicted the fatigue and healing performances of the asphalt. 159 

They concluded that healing performances of asphalt pavement were strongly correlated with 160 

the fundamental material properties such as relaxation modulus and advancing surface energy 161 

of the bitumen. The well-designed asphalt mixtures with the bitumen of better healing 162 

properties (e.g., modulus and surface energy) have been proved to provide better healing 163 

performance during the service life of the asphalt pavement. Thus, an increasing demand is 164 

substantially raised for a comprehensive understanding and accurate prediction of the healing 165 

performance of the bitumen, particularly for that novel bitumen modified by the waste 166 

plastics and MSW pyrolysis liquid, where their healing potential is completely unknown. 167 

The healing of the bitumen is commonly quantified by the healing index, which is normally 168 

defined by a per cent ratio of the recovery of a material parameter after a rest interval to the 169 

one before the rest interval. The healing index was a highly empirical-based parameter 170 

because there were no agreed conclusions on which material parameter should be used in 171 

defining the healing index. It was regarded as an empirical indicator of the rate and capability 172 

at which healing proceeded (Little et al., 1999). Miglietta et al. (2021) assessed two types of 173 

healing index with the magnitude of stiffness and fatigue endurance gain, respectively. They 174 

emphasised the importance of considering the coupled effect between rest time and healing 175 

temperature to get a reliable evaluation of healing performance. Gallego et al. (2021) 176 

employed a thermomechanical method to evaluate the healing performance of the asphalt 177 

mixture. They defined the healing index by a ratio of initial indirect tensile strength of the 178 

undamaged asphalt to finial indirect tensile strength of the healed asphalt, based on which the 179 

authors optimised the heat and re-compaction energy for the assisted healing of the asphalt. 180 

Yamaç et al. (2021) characterised the healing of asphalt mastic by the capsule containing 181 

waste oil, during which the healing index was defined by a ratio of maximum breaking load 182 

after the healing process to the one prior to the healing process. They concluded that the 183 

amount of capsule added into the asphalt and healing temperature were two critical factors 184 

affecting the healing performance of the asphalt. Li et al. (2020) proposed that the healing 185 

can be directly defined by crack length as the healing is a process of crack reduction, 186 

resulting in the recovery of the other material properties. They concluded that the crack 187 

length-based healing index was more fundamental and reliable to characterise healing 188 

properties of the bitumen, because it can eliminate the effects of nonlinear viscoelasticity, 189 
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frictional heat loss, and thixotropy. 190 

This study aims to characterise the healing performance of two kinds of waste-derived 191 

bitumen, including bio-oil modified bitumen using MSW pyrolysis liquid and plastic 192 

modified bitumen by LDPE. The theoretical models of the healing of the bitumen based on 193 

the DSR tests were firstly presented, followed by the DSR fatigue-healing tests and surface 194 

energy experiments. This consisted of the fabrications of bio-oil modified bitumen and LDPE 195 

modified bitumen, preparation of testing specimens, and cracking/healing and contact angle 196 

tests of the virgin and PAV-aged waste-derived bitumen. Then, characterisations of the 197 

healing performances of the virgin and PAV-aged control and waste-derived bitumen were 198 

analysed in detail, based on which the effects of the bio-oil and waste plastics on the healing 199 

rate and healing potential were quantified. The last section summarised the main 200 

contributions of this paper. 201 

2. Theoretical Models for Healing of Bitumen 202 

2.1 Healing Characterisation Based on Crack Length 203 

Dynamic shear rheometer (DSR) is commonly utilised to characterise viscoelastic properties 204 

of the bitumen; additionally, it can be effectively used to evaluate and predict fatigue crack 205 

performance of the bitumen by applying a rotational fatigue load. Zhang and Gao (2019) 206 

proposed and successfully verified a damage mechanics-based crack growth model, which 207 

was employed to calculate the crack length of the bitumen under a rotational shear fatigue 208 

load based on the DSR test. The crack length in a strain-controlled DSR time sweep fatigue 209 

test can be shown by Equation (1): 210 

 
 

 

1/4
*

0*

0 0

/ sin
1

/ sin

N NG
CL r

G





   
   
    

 (1) 211 

Where, CL is crack length of the bitumen at the Nth load cycle; |G*
0| and 0 are dynamic shear 212 

modulus and phase angle of the bitumen in the undamaged state, respectively; |G*
N| and N 213 

are dynamic shear modulus and phase angle of the bitumen at the Nth load cycle in the 214 

damaged state, respectively; r0 is original radius of the bitumen sample (i.e., 4mm in this 215 

study). 216 

Healing is a process of crack reduction; hence, it is reasonable to define the healing index 217 

using the crack length, a justification of which can be found in the authors’ previous paper 218 

(Li et al., 2021). Based on Equation (1), a new healing index defined in Equation (2) has 219 

been successfully utilised to characterise the healing property of the bitumen (Li et al., 2020). 220 

This newly defined parameter excludes the effects of viscoelasticity and thixotropy during the 221 

rest period of rotational fatigue loads. 222 

 % 100%D H

D

CL CL
HI

CL


   (2) 223 

Where, %HI is healing index; CLD is crack length at the last load cycle prior to the rest 224 

duration; CLH is crack length after the healing rest time. Figure 1 shows an example of a 225 

typical crack length before and after the healing time in a strain-controlled time sweep 226 

fatigue-healing test. 227 
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Figure 1. Crack length growth in a strain-controlled time sweep fatigue-healing test 229 

Lytton (2000) proposed that healing of the bitumen depended on its surface energy (h) 230 

calculated from advancing contact angles, in which the non-polar component (h
LW) sourced 231 

from Lifshitz-Van der Waals force and the polar component (h
AB) resulted from Lewis acid-232 

base force. There existed two healing mechanisms including short-term healing and long-233 

term healing in its whole process. He noted that the short-term healing rate (
1h ) depended 234 

primarily on 1/h
LW, and the long-term healing rate (

2h ) depended mainly on h
AB. Based on 235 

the above conclusions, Lytton proposed two useful models shown in Equation (3) to evaluate 236 

1h  and 
2h . 237 
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 (3) 238 

Where, a1 and b1 are fitting parameters for the short-term healing rate 
1h ; a2 and b2 are fitting 239 

parameters for the long-term healing rate 
2h . 240 

Many researchers (Cheng, D. et al., 2002; Luo and Lytton, 2016; Si et al., 2002) also noted 241 

that the two healing rates occur simultaneously, and the real healing mechanism is the result 242 

of their coactions. They furtherly recommended that actual healing rate d(HI)/dt could be 243 

expressed by the Ramberg-Osgood model (Ramberg and Osgood, 1943) shown in Equation 244 

(4): 245 

 
 

 

1 2
2

1 21
h

d HI h h
h

dt h h
t

h


 


 

 (4) 246 

Where, (t)h is the rest period between load applications; and h is the factor that varies 247 

between 0 and 1 and represents the healing potential, which is the maximum percentage of 248 

bitumen healing that can be achieved. The value of h is also empirically found to be related 249 

with h
AB/h

LW, and can be determined by Equation (5) (Luo, 2012): 250 
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 (5) 251 

Where,  and b are fitting parameters for the healing potential, h. 252 

It should be noted that although the Ramberg-Osgood model was originally used to describe 253 

the nonlinear relationship between stress and strain in materials near their yield points, there 254 

is no constitutive interpretation herein, and it is believed that the Rambert-Osgood model was 255 

simply used to characterise healing rate and healing potential of the selected bitumen. 256 

2.2 Calculation of Surface Energy of Bitumen 257 

Surface energy (more correctly, surface free energy) is one of the critical parameters affecting 258 

the healing performance of the bitumen as shown in Equation (3). However, it is not feasible 259 

to directly measure the bitumen surface energy, and one proven method to estimate it is to 260 

measure contact angles between the bitumen and selected probe liquids with the sessile drop 261 

method and then calculate the surface energy. In this approach, the drops of a small number 262 

of probe liquids are deposited on the surface of the bitumen sample and the contact angles 263 

between the liquids and the bitumen surface are captured and measured, based on which the 264 

surface energy can be calculated using the Young-Dupre equation (van Oss, 2002): 265 

  1 cos 2 LW LW

liquid liquid liquid liquid               
 

 (6) 266 

Where,  is contact angle between the bitumen and the probe liquid drop; 
liquid , LW, LW

liquid , 267 

+, -, 
liquid

 , and 
liquid

  are the surface energy of the probe liquid, the Lifshitz-van der 268 

Waals component of the bitumen, the Lifshitz-van der Waals component of the probe liquid, 269 

the Lewis acid component of the bitumen, the Lewis base component of the bitumen, the 270 

Lewis acid component of the probe liquid, and the Lewis base component of the probe liquid, 271 

respectively. 272 

After obtaining the values of LW, +, and -, the total surface energy  of a material can be 273 

calculated by: 274 

 2LW         (7) 275 

3. Materials and Experimental Characterisation 276 

3.1 Fabrication of Waste-derived Bitumen 277 

Bitumen X70 was selected as a control and base bitumen to develop the waste-derived 278 

bitumen by mixing with waste materials (i.e., bio-oil or LDPE). Details of the production of 279 

the bio-oil can be found in the authors’ previous publication (Yang et al., 2018). The 280 

concentrations of bio-oil and LDPE in the modified bitumen were 5wt. % and 6wt. %, 281 

respectively. The detailed characterisation of the control bitumen, bio-oil, and LDPE can be 282 

found in Table 1. 283 

Table 1. Characterisations of X70, bio-oil, and LDPE 284 

X70 a 

 Measure Value 

Penetration @25°C dmm 45-80 

Softening Point °C ≥45 
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Force Ductility @5°C J/cm2 >3 

Flash Point (Cleveland) °C >250 

Fraas Breaking Point °C ≤-12 

bio-oil b 

Water Content wt. % 25.4 

Solid Content wt. % 19.3 

Higher Heating Value MJ/kg 28.0 

Density g/cm3 0.972 

LDPE c 

Melting Point °C 126 

Melting Heat MJ/kg 0.141 

Density g/cm3 0.934 

Thermal Degradation Point °C 220 
a Data provided by the supplier. b Data referenced from the author’s previous work (Yang et al., 2018). c Data 285 

obtained from DSC and density tests. 286 

To fabricate 5wt. % bio-oil modified bitumen, bio-oil was firstly put into a clean beaker 287 

followed by adding a well-calculated mass of hot control bitumen. Then, a high shear mixer 288 

is used to mix them homogenously at a speed of 150RPM for 30min at 150°C under a 289 

nitrogen atmosphere. Regarding the 6wt. % LDPE modified bitumen, hot control bitumen 290 

was firstly put into another clean beaker followed by adding accurately calculated mass of the 291 

LDPE. Then, the high shear mixer is utilised to blend the LDPE at a speed of 900RPM for 292 

90min at 180°C under a nitrogen atmosphere. The blending speed and time were selected to 293 

ensure the LDPE was completely melted and distributed within the hot bitumen. 294 

Then, part of three types of unaged bitumen (i.e., unaged control bitumen, newly fabricated 295 

bio-oil modified bitumen and LDPE modified bitumen) were distributed into bitumen sample 296 

bottle retainers to conduct the rolling thin-film oven (RTFO) ageing test at 163°C for 85min, 297 

which is in consistent with the standard of AASHTO Designation T240-09 and ASTM 298 

Designation D2872-04. RTFO ageing test provides simulated short-term aged bitumen for 299 

engineering performance evaluations. The bitumen residue, from the RTFO ageing test, was 300 

then placed in stainless steel pans and aged at 100°C for 20 hours in a vessel pressurised with 301 

air to 2.10MPa (i.e., PAV ageing), which is in accordance with the standard of AASHTO 302 

Designation R28-09. PAV ageing test provides simulated long-term (7 to 10 years) aged 303 

bitumen for engineering performance evaluations, such as fatigue cracking and healing. 304 

3.2 Preparations of DSR and Surface Energy Test Specimens 305 

As mentioned in Section 2, the designed tests mainly include the DSR tests and surface 306 

energy tests. The major goal of the DSR tests is to accurately measure the dynamic moduli 307 

and phase angles of the undamaged, damaged, and healed bitumen. In terms of the surface 308 

energy tests, the main objective is to obtain the advancing contact angles between the 309 

bitumen and the probe liquids. 310 

Before starting the tests, the bitumen samples stored in the containers were heated in the 311 

laboratory oven at 165°C for 30min to reduce the material viscosity. Then hot bitumen was 312 

carefully distributed into the silicon mould with a cavity of 4mm in diameter and 2 mm in 313 

depth. After 15 minutes, the DSR sample was carefully demoulded from the mould and 314 

installed and trimmed on the surfaces of the bottom and top plates to conduct the DSR tests 315 

shown in Figure 2. The LAS, frequency sweep and healing tests were conducted on the DSR 316 

using an 8 mm diameter parallel plate geometry and 2 mm gap setting, as shown in Figure 2. 317 

To make the bitumen samples contact well with the DSR plates and reduce the heterogeneity 318 

due to the fabrications of these samples, all bitumen samples were preheated to 80°C before 319 
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the tests started. After the DSR tests, both plates were checked carefully to make sure the 320 

adhesions between them were still excellent. To examine the repeatability of the experiments, 321 

three replicates were tested at each condition and additional replicates were added when the 322 

repeatability COV of the target dynamic moduli and phase angles were greater than 5%, 10%, 323 

and 5%, respectively, which is in consistent with the standard of EN 14770: 2012. 324 

 325 

Figure 2. Trimmed configuration of an undamaged cylindrical bitumen sample 326 

In this paper, surface energy for cracking and healing was measured by a versatile optical 327 

tensiometer, where the Attension Theta Flex tensiometer was used. Microscope slides with 76 328 

× 26 ×1mm dimensions were cleaned with acetone and distilled water, and then dried by the 329 

laboratory oven at 60°C for 30min. After that, the slides were dipped into the melted bitumen 330 

for 10 seconds and then held out of the container for another 10 seconds to make the extra hot 331 

bitumen drop off the slide. To get a flat and smooth surface of the bitumen sample, the above 332 

process needs repeating at least 3 times, if necessary. Then the bitumen sample was cooled to 333 

ambient temperature in a desiccator with anhydrous calcium sulphate crystals for 24 hours. 334 

Figure 3 presents the bitumen in the container and on the microscope slides, and the 335 

installation of microscope slide coated with the bitumen on the Attension Theta Flex 336 

tensiometer. 337 

 338 

Figure 3. Bitumen in a container and on microscope slides, and contact angle test of the 339 

bitumen by Attension Theta Flex tensiometer 340 

3.3 Experimental Characterisation of Bitumen 341 

a) Linear amplitude test to determine dynamic shear modulus and phase angle 342 

To calculate the crack length, healing index and other material parameters described in 343 

Section 2, the dynamic shear modulus and phase angle of the undamaged bitumen need to be 344 

calibrated firstly. Figure 4 presents the dynamic shear moduli and phase angles from the 345 
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linear amplitude sweep (LAS) test of the unaged control bitumen conducted at 10Hz and 346 

20°C. In this LAS test, the start and end complex shear strain levels were selected as 0.01% 347 

and 100%, respectively. 348 
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Figure 4. Curves of shear modulus and phase angle versus shear strain from the LAS test 350 

(10Hz and 20°C) 351 

Figure 4 shows that, in the LAS test, both dynamic shear modulus and phase angle vary little 352 

or remain the same when the amplitude of the shear strain is low, e.g., less than 0.8%. This 353 

implies that 0.8% is a critical threshold strain level, below which the unaged control bitumen 354 

is undamaged at 10Hz and 20°C. When the amplitude of shear strain is over 0.8%, dynamic 355 

shear modulus decreases and phase angle increases dramatically, which indicates that cracks 356 

appear in the control bitumen. Theoretically, the |G*
0| and 0 can be obtained by averaging the 357 

|G*
N| and N, respectively, in a strain level between 0.01% and 0.8%, within which the 358 

bitumen is in an undamaged condition. But practically, the sample-to-sample variation of the 359 

bitumen needs to be considered, because the |G*
0| and 0 measured herein will be used to 360 

characterise the healing performance of the bitumen by integrating the following results of 361 

frequency sweep tests and fatigue-healing tests. The DSR bitumen sample after the LAS tests 362 

which is already damaged cannot be reused to investigate the healing property of the unaged 363 

control bitumen. Therefore, a new DSR bitumen sample was employed to measure the |G*
0| 364 

and 0 with the LAS start and end strain levels ranging from 0.1% and 0.5% (both less than 365 

0.8%). |G*
0| and 0 of the PAV-aged control bitumen, unaged and PAV-aged bio-oil modified 366 

bitumen, and unaged and PAV-aged LDPE modified bitumen were obtained using the same 367 

method. 368 

b) Frequency sweep tests and fatigue-healing tests to determine viscoelasticity and 369 

healing properties 370 

Frequency sweep tests using the DSR were conducted at temperatures of 10°C, 20°C, 30°C, 371 

40°C, 50°C, 60°C, and 70°C, and in a frequency range from 0.1Hz to 25Hz. The dynamic 372 

shear moduli and phase angles were obtained at the above temperatures and frequencies, and 373 

the master curves of the dynamic shear modulus and phase angle can be accurately 374 

constructed (Li, L. et al., 2018a). Then, by using the interconversion equations for linear 375 

viscoelastic material (Park and Schapery, 1999), shear relaxation modulus can be accurately 376 

calculated, where the model parameter 1G  and mcan be determined. 377 

A fatigue-healing test was employed to characterise the fatigue-healing performance of the 378 
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bitumen. It consisted of a strain-controlled time sweep fatigue test (5%,10Hz, 20°C) plus a 379 

rest duration and followed by another strain-controlled time sweep fatigue test (5%, 10Hz, 380 

20°C). The first part of the fatigue test was utilised to generate cracks in the bitumen and its 381 

duration was 20 min. Different rest durations were used including 10s, 0.5min, 1min, 5min, 382 

10min, and 20min (For the unaged control bitumen, 5s, 2min, and 40min were also used for 383 

the rest durations). The second part of the fatigue test was used to obtain the cracking 384 

performance after the healing rest was applied. The testing temperature was selected as 20°C. 385 

The schematic plot of the loading sequences employed in the frequency sweep and the 386 

fatigue-healing tests can be found in Figure 5. 387 
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 388 

Figure 5. Loading sequences of frequency sweep testing and fatigue-healing tests 389 

c) Contact angle tests to determine surface energy of the bitumen 390 

The sessile drop method (using Attension Theta Flex optical tensiometer) was adopted to 391 

measure contact angles of bitumen surfaces with different probe liquids. The contact angle 392 

results were then used to calculate surface energy components using Equation (6). There are 393 

two types of dynamic contact angles (i.e., advancing, and receding contact angles) that can be 394 

measured by the mode of automatic dynamic contact angle built-in the tensiometer. Lytton et 395 

al. (2005) stated that the surface energy calculated from the advancing contact angle 396 

contributed to crack surface wetting and was related to the healing process; the receding 397 

contact angle was associated with the de-wetting thus linked to the crack opening process. 398 

For the healing purpose, this study used the advancing contact angles to determine the surface 399 

energies of the materials. 400 

Automatic dynamic contact angle experiments are conducted to obtain the advancing contact 401 

angles between the bitumen samples and five preselected probe liquids (i.e., Ethylene glycol, 402 

Water, Formamide, Glycerol, and Diiodomethane) with known surface energy components. 403 

For each liquid, three clean and dry microscope slides coated with the bitumen were utilised 404 

to reduce the variation of contact angle measurements. An automatic dispenser with a gauge 405 

needle and an adapter containing different probe liquids was utilised herein. The adapter was 406 

mounted to the dispenser and the needle was connected to the adapter. When the sample for 407 

the experiment was in place of the tensiometer, key configurations of built-in software (i.e., 408 

OneAttension software) were set up immediately, including the creation of the user level, 409 

selection of the experimental mode (i.e., automatic dynamic contact angle), completion of the 410 

recipe (critical parameters of the experiment can be transmitted to the computer). Once all the 411 

above controls have been set up, the experiment can be started and continued until its 412 
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completion. 413 

There are two options (i.e., tilting cradle and thin needle method) available to obtain the 414 

dynamic contact angles with the tensiometer. The tilting cradle method was used herein to 415 

measure the advancing contact angles, which mainly includes the following steps: 1) A 416 

droplet of the probe liquid is placed on the bitumen sample surface and tilting starts; 2) Once 417 

the droplet starts moving on the bitumen sample surface, the advancing contact angle has 418 

been reached, and the roll-off angle of the surface is also detected; 3) After setting the 419 

baseline to the bitumen surface, contact angles can be imaged directly by the image recording 420 

system of the tensiometer. The built-in software of the test equipment automatically 421 

recognises and calculates the contact angles between the selected probe liquid and the 422 

bitumen. 423 

Figure 6 summarises the experimental methodology employed in this section. 424 

Materials and Methods

Bitumen Fabrication

Specimen Preparation

Bitumen Characterisation

   Control Bitumen

   Bio-oil modified Bitumen

   LDPE modified Bitumen

  Short-term Aged Bitumen

  Long-term Aged Bitumen

  DSR bitumen: cylinder

  (f 8mm×2mm)

  Tensiometer: bitumen

  coated on microscope slide

  Dynamic modulus and phase angle of  

  undamaged bitumen (LAS test)

  Relaxation modulus of undamaged

  bitumen (frequency sweep test)

  Dynamic modulus and phase angle of  

  damaged bitumen (healing test)

  Bitumen surface energy

  (contact angle test)
 425 

Figure 6. Flow chart of experimental methodology on healing characterisation 426 

4. Results and Discussion 427 

4.1 Enhancements of Healing Performances of Unaged Bitumen Modified by Bio-428 

oil or LDPE 429 

Figure 7 shows that healing indices of all three unaged bitumen increase with healing time, 430 

which is consistent with the Ramberg-Osgood model shown in Equation (4). Both the bio-oil 431 

and LDPE can strengthen the healing performance of the unaged bitumen. Compared with the 432 

LDPE, the enhancements due to the inclusion of bio-oil to the healing rate and healing 433 

potential are more pronounced. The fundamental mechanism for this observation can be 434 

explained that, compared to the bitumen molecules, the bio-oil is a kind of less viscous fluid 435 

pyrolysed from municipal solid waste which can effectively soften the bitumen. Hence, 436 

compared with the unaged control bitumen, the molecules of the bio-oil modified bitumen are 437 

more diffusible, thus the cracks in the bio-oil modified bitumen are more healable. The above 438 

explanation is well consistent with the results obtained by Sun and Zhou (2018). 439 

The LDPE slightly enhances, not weakens, the healing performance of the unaged control 440 

bitumen, which has been verified by the authors’ previous paper (Li et al., 2021) using the 441 

fundamental properties (e.g., surface energy) of the material to predict its healing 442 

performance. This may be due to the diffusion of those short polymer chains in the LDPE to 443 

the bitumen molecules to stimulate the healing of the material. Previous studies (Ahmedzade 444 

et al., 2013; Farahani et al., 2017) show that the LDPE modified bitumen undergoes no 445 
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observable changes in functional groups relative to the control bitumen, which confirms that 446 

this kind of modification of the control bitumen with LDPE is overwhelmed by physical 447 

process. The short chains of the LDPE melted in the unaged bitumen tends to aggregate and 448 

form a kind of network structure within a continuous polymer phase, which will potentially 449 

increase the healing performance of the unaged bitumen. Therefore, the new formation of the 450 

micro-network structure physically contributed by the melted LDPE is expected to be the 451 

critical reason that slightly increase the healing performance of the unaged bitumen. More 452 

details of fundamental understanding of LDPE’s enhancements on bitumen healing will be 453 

presented in the last part of this section. 454 
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Figure 7. Healing curves (healing index versus healing time) of the control bitumen, bio-oil 456 

modified bitumen, and LDPE modified bitumen in unaged condition 457 

To further quantify the enhancements of the bio-oil and the LDPE to the healing performance 458 

of the unaged bitumen, healing speed and healing potential models shown in Equations 459 

(3)~(5) are determined and interpreted in detail. 460 

According to the Ramberg-Osgood model shown in Equation (4), the healing index can 461 

alternatively be expressed by Equation (8): 462 

    1 2
2 ln 1

h h

h h
HI h t h t

h




 
     

  
 (8) 463 

Substituting the measured healing index shown in Figure 7, 
1h , 

2h , and h  can be back-464 

calculated and presented in Figure 8. 465 

Figure 8 shows the results of the short-term healing rate, long-term healing rate and healing 466 

potential of the three kinds of unaged bitumen. It is found that the long-term healing rate is 467 

substantially smaller than the short-term healing rate, which means healing occurs mainly in a 468 

short term. This observation is consistent with the one found in the existing research (Cheng, 469 

D. et al., 2002). The short-term healing rate and healing potential dominate most of the 470 

healing behaviours of the unaged bitumen. Figure 8 also indicates that the unaged bio-oil 471 

modified bitumen heals the most (having the highest h of the three), followed by the unaged 472 

LDPE modified bitumen, and the unaged control bitumen heals the least. Both the bio-oil and 473 

LDPE can increase the short-term healing rate of the unaged bitumen, and the unaged bio-oil 474 

modified bitumen heals faster than the unaged LDPE modified bitumen in a short term. 475 
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Figure 8. Short-term healing rate (
1h ), long-term healing rate (

2h ) and healing potential ( h
) 477 

of different kinds of unaged bitumen 478 

The short-term healing rate, long-term healing rate and healing potential can also be predicted 479 

using Equation (3) and Equation (5). The parameters of m , G1 shown in these models are 480 

presented in Table 2, which are calculated from the testing results of the frequency sweep 481 

test (10Hz, 10~70°C) and LAS test (0.1%~0.5%, 20°C) of the unaged bitumen. The 482 

calculation steps of determining m  and G1 are as follows: 1) Construction of the master curve 483 

of shear dynamic modulus and phase angle of the unaged bitumen at the reference 484 

temperature of 20°C by the time-temperature superposition principle (e.g., WLF equation); 2) 485 

Calculation of Prony model parameters of shear relaxation modulus by the collocation 486 

method (Park and Schapery, 1999) and the least squared regression minimization (Li, L. et 487 

al., 2018b); 3) Interconversion between Prony model parameters and power model 488 

parameters of shear relaxation modulus (i.e.,   1

mG t G t
 ). 489 

Table 2. Slope of double logarithmic relaxation modulus curve m , initial shear relaxation 490 

modulus G1, Non-polar component h
LW, polar component h

AB, and total h advancing 491 

surface energies of the unaged bitumen 492 

Control bitumen 

m  G1 (kPa) h (mJ/m2) h
LW (mJ/m2) h

AB (mJ/m2) 

0.7978 2398.8 14.36 13.95 0.41 

Bio-modified bitumen 0.8290 480.2 12.50 12.39 0.11 

LDPE-modified 

bitumen 
0.7154 3680.2 27.16 27.09 0.07 

The advancing contact angles between the unaged bitumen and the selected probe liquids are 493 

measured by the tensiometer to calculate the advancing surface energy contributing to the 494 

wetting and interdiffusion processes of the bitumen healing. Table 2 also gives the 495 

experimental results of the non-polar component, polar component, and total advancing 496 

surface energies of the unaged bitumen. 497 

Substituting the fundamental material constants ( m , G1 and h) to Equations (3) and (5), 498 

constants of ai and bi (i=1, 2, and ) can be calculated with the aid of the Solver function in 499 

Microsoft Excel. More importantly, with all the material constants known, Equations (3)~(5) 500 

can be utilised to predict the healing index. Figure 9 shows the measured and predicted 501 

healing indices of the three bitumen samples in the unaged condition. It can be found that 502 
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Equations (3)~(5) can be effectively used to predict the healing index of the unaged bitumen. 503 

This means, the healing curve of bitumen can be efficiently obtained once the material 504 

properties (including relaxation modulus and surface energy) are known, which can 505 

substantially reduce the experimental effort of the healing tests for the bitumen. 506 
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Figure 9. Comparisons between the predicted healing index using material properties 508 

(relaxation modulus and surface energy) and the measured results from healing tests for 509 

different bitumen materials in unaged condition. 510 

4.2 Characterisations of Healing Performances of PAV-aged Control Bitumen, Bio-511 

oil Modified Bitumen, and LDPE Modified Bitumen 512 

Figure 10 shows that healing indices of the PAV-aged bitumen increase with the healing 513 

time, which agrees well with the Ramberg-Osgood model shown in Equation (4). The PAV-514 

aged bio-oil modified bitumen does not show better healing performance than that of the 515 

PAV-aged control bitumen, the reason of which is that most of the bio-oil has evaporated 516 

during the ageing process. Additionally, Figures 7 and 10 show that the ageing process 517 

substantially reduces the healing performances of the bio-oil modified bitumen and control 518 

bitumen. The LDPE productively enhances the healing performance of the PAV-aged 519 

bitumen, one of the key reasons of which is that the LDPE substantially reduces the ageing 520 

rate of the bitumen (Nouali et al., 2020). Compared with the unaged LDPE modified bitumen, 521 

it is worthy to notice that the ageing process does not effectively reduce the healing ability of 522 

the LDPE modified bitumen. This observation can be interpreted as follows: 1) the molecular 523 

chain of the LDPE in the control bitumen is very stable, and the ageing process does not 524 

effectively decrease its activity and polarity (Nouali et al., 2020); 2) the PAV-aged control 525 

bitumen itself has a relatively low healing ability, which implies that any changes to its 526 

microstructure can potentially enhance its healing capability; and 3) the dispersed LDPE 527 

molecular chain (observed by SEM in a previous study (García-Morales et al., 2004)) can be 528 

swollen by the bitumen light components (i.e., saturate and aromatic), and the deformed 529 

LDPE molecular chains due to rotational shear loads will recover their original shape during 530 

the healing time. This significantly increases the motions of the light components of the 531 

PAV-aged bitumen and then enhances the healing performance of the PAV-aged bitumen. 532 

More details of the fundamental understanding of LDPE’s enhancements on bitumen healing 533 

will be presented in the last part of this section. 534 
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 535 

Figure 10. Healing curves of PAV-aged control bitumen, bio-oil modified bitumen, and 536 

LDPE modified bitumen 537 

Substituting the measured healing indices shown in Figure 10 into Equation (8), the short-538 

term healing rate 
1h , long-term healing rate 

2h , and healing potential h  can be back-539 

calculated and the results are presented in Figure 11. 540 
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Figure 11. Short-term healing rate (
1h ), long-term healing rate (

2h ) and healing potential 542 

( h
) of the PAV-aged bitumen 543 

Figure 11 shows that the long-term healing rate is significantly smaller than the short-term 544 

healing rate, which indicates healing occurs mainly in a short term. The short-term healing 545 

rate and healing potential dominate the healing behaviours of the PAV-aged bitumen. Since 546 

most of the bio-oil has evaporated during the ageing process, differences in the short-term 547 

healing rate and healing potential between the aged control bitumen and the aged bio-oil 548 

modified bitumen can be neglected. Figure 11 also shows that the PAV-aged LDPE modified 549 

bitumen heals the most (having the highest h ), followed by the PAV-aged bio-oil bitumen 550 

and control bitumen. The PAV-aged LDPE modified bitumen heals faster (having the highest551 

1h ) than the PAV-aged control bitumen and the PAV-aged bio-oil modified bitumen. 552 
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As done in Section 4.1, healing speed and healing potential models shown in Equations 553 

(3)~(5) are reutilised to verify the healing performances shown in Figure 10. Table 3 554 

presents the values of m , G1, h
LW, h

AB, and h of the control bitumen, bio-oil modified 555 

bitumen, and LDPE modified bitumen after the PAV ageing. 556 

Table 3. Slope of double logarithmic relaxation modulus curve m , initial shear relaxation 557 

modulus G1, Non-polar component h
LW, polar component h

AB, and total h advancing 558 

surface energies of the PAV-aged bitumen 559 

Control bitumen 

m  G1 (kPa) h (mJ/m2) h
LW (mJ/m2) h

AB (mJ/m2) 

0.7064 12251.3 17.62 17.25 0.36 

Bio-modified bitumen 0.6598 12198.3 17.58 17.50 0.08 

LDPE-modified 

bitumen 
0.6399 21656.6 37.16 37.10 0.06 

Substituting the fundamental material constants mentioned above to Equations (3) and (5), 560 

fitting constants of ai and bi (i=1, 2, and ) can be back-calculated with the aid of the Solver 561 

function in Microsoft Excel. After that, the healing index of the PAV-aged bitumen can be 562 

predicted by Equations (3)~(5). Figure 12 presents the measured and predicted healing 563 

indices of the PAV-aged bitumen. It can be concluded that Equations (3)~(5) can be 564 

effectively used to predict the healing index of the PAV-aged bitumen once the material 565 

properties (e.g., relaxation modulus and surface energy) are measured, which are expected to 566 

substantially reduce the experimental effort of the healing tests of the PAV-aged bitumen. 567 
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 568 

Figure 12. Comparisons between the predicted healing index using material properties 569 

(relaxation modulus and surface energy by Equations (3)~(5)) and the measured ones using 570 

healing tests for different PAV-aged bitumen materials 571 

4.3 Fundamental Understanding of LDPE’s Enhancements on Healing 572 

Performance of Bitumen 573 

This section aims to provide a theoretical explanation of the LDPE’s enhancements on 574 

bitumen’s healing performance. Figure 13 shows the healing process of cracked surfaces in a 575 

bitumen sample, which includes four steps, namely, surface rearrangement and approach, 576 

wetting, diffusion, and randomisation. Note the four healing steps exist simultaneously for 577 

the molecular chains of the bitumen (Bommavaram et al., 2009; Little et al., 2015). A well-578 
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known theory of polymer healing was first ingeniously delivered by Wool and O’Connor 579 

(Wool and O’connor, 1981). They employed two functions (i.e., wetting distribution function 580 

φ(t) and intrinsic healing function Rh(t)) to obtain the healing index %HI (originally called 581 

recovery ratio) of mechanical properties of the polymer. 582 

    
 

%
t

hHI t R t d
 

 



 

  (9) 583 

Where, t is present time;  is time history at which wetting distribution function and intrinsic 584 

healing function are obtained. The polymer healing theories shown in Equation (9) are 585 

demonstrated to be applicable for modelling bitumen healing as bituminous components and 586 

behaviours are comparable to a complex polymer (Bhasin et al., 2011). 587 

Crack wetting of the bitumen depicts the contact and cohesion of two approached crack 588 

surfaces driven by the surface energy and bonding strength, leading to a definition of healing 589 

potential. Hence, the crack wetting happens at the interfaces, briefly depicted as wetting 590 

nucleation pools (Wool and O’connor, 1981), of the cracked surfaces without inclusions of 591 

bitumen chains’ interdiffusion. Intrinsic healing of the bitumen describes the rate at which a 592 

wetted crack interface recovers the mechanical performance of the intact material, leading to 593 

a healing rate driven by Brownian motions of the bitumen molecules. The intrinsic healing 594 

develops on account of the motions of bitumen chains, which are significantly affected by the 595 

interdiffusions of neighbouring chains of the bitumen. 596 

Interface Model Molecular Model Bonding Strength Healing Stages

0b 

0b 

0b d   

b  

Surface rearrangement 

and surface approach

Wetting

Partial diffusion between 

two cracked surfaces

Diffusion, equilibration 

and randomisation 

 597 

Figure 13. Schematic diagram of bitumen healing processes (b is the bonding stress which 598 

derives the healing of the cracked surfaces; 0 is the recovered bonding strength due to 599 

wetting; d is the recovered bonding strength due to interdiffusions of material chains 600 

between two cracked surfaces; and ∞ is the original bonding strength of the intact bitumen) 601 

The LDPE modified bitumen shows better deformation recovery property than the control 602 

bitumen because 1) the inclusion of LDPE makes the bitumen much stiffer than the control 603 

one, as indicated by the increased modulus (G1) in Table 2 for the unaged bitumen and Table 604 

4 for the aged bitumen; 2) the elongated LDPE molecular chains in the bitumen recovers to 605 

their original shape when the external load is removed, which enhances the ability of the 606 

bitumen to restore to its original state (García-Morales et al., 2004); and 3) the surface 607 

energies (Tables 2 and 3) of the LDPE modified bitumen under unaged and aged conditions 608 

are higher than those of the control bitumen. Because of the increased deformation recovery 609 
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and elevated surface energy, the LDPE modified bitumen has a reduced time to complete the 610 

surface rearrangement, approach and wetting in the healing processes. This means the LDPE 611 

in bitumen can accelerate the crack wetting process, thus leads to a higher wetting rate (i.e., 612 

the time derivative of the wetting distribution function φ(t) is higher) and eventually results in 613 

higher healing. This is demonstrated by the higher short-term healing rate of the LDPE 614 

modified bitumen than that of the control bitumen. For instance, Figure 8 shows that the 615 

short-term healing rate increased from 4.65×10-3sec-1 to 5.46×10-3sec-1 for the unaged 616 

bitumen, and Figure 11 shows that it increased from 1.05×10-3sec-1 to 2.62×10-3sec-1 for the 617 

aged bitumen. 618 

However, the LDPE in bitumen cannot accelerate the diffusion process to lead to faster 619 

healing, as demonstrated by the much less changed long-term healing rate in Figure 11 620 

between LDPE modified bitumen (4.86×10-3sec-1) and the control bitumen (4.84×10-3sec-1). 621 

The fundamental reason is that the main diffusible components in bitumen to lead healing are 622 

the light parts (i.e., saturate and aromatics). Some existing works of literature can support this 623 

explanation, such as the one completed by Yang et al. (2020). Based on the dynamic shear 624 

rheometer, they measured the data of complex viscosity and flow activation energy and found 625 

that saturates and aromatics diffused much better than resins and asphaltenes in the bitumen. 626 

The LDPE’s molecular chains are much longer and heavier in molecular weight than those 627 

light bitumen components. This makes the LDPE almost non-diffusible and contributes little 628 

to long-term healing. In other words, the intrinsic healing function Rh(t) remains unchanged 629 

between the LDPE modified bitumen and the control bitumen. Thus, the healing cannot be 630 

enhanced by the LDPE by the improved molecular diffusion to increase the intrinsic healing. 631 

In sum, the increased deformation recovery ability induced by LDPE in bitumen improves the 632 

wetting rate of the cracked surfaces and leads to a higher short-term healing rate and bigger 633 

healing. However, the LDPE in bitumen cannot accelerate the molecular diffusion to increase 634 

the intrinsic healing or the long-term healing rate. 635 

5. Summary and Conclusions 636 

This paper characterised the healing performances of the unaged and PAV-aged waste-637 

derived bitumen (i.e., bio-oil modified bitumen, and LDPE modified bitumen) based on crack 638 

length. The designed fatigue-healing test consisted of a strain-controlled time sweep fatigue 639 

test plus a rest duration and followed by another strain-controlled time sweep fatigue test. 640 

Crack length-based healing index and Ramberg-Osgood model were effectively utilised to 641 

characterise the healing rate and healing potential of the unaged and PAV-aged bitumen. The 642 

main findings and conclusions of this paper are summarized as follows: 643 

(1) Both the bio-oil and LDPE can strengthen the healing performance of the unaged 644 

bitumen. The unaged bio-oil modified bitumen heals the most (having the highest healing 645 

potential) and fastest (having the highest short-term healing rate), followed by the unaged 646 

LDPE modified bitumen, and the unaged control bitumen heals the least and slowest. 647 

(2) After the PAV ageing, the LDPE modified bitumen has much better healing performance 648 

than the control bitumen and the bio-oil modified bitumen. The PAV-aged bio-oil modified 649 

bitumen does not show any enhanced healing performance than the PAV-aged control 650 

bitumen. The PAV-aged LDPE modified bitumen heals the most and fastest among the above 651 

three types of PAV aged bitumen. 652 

(3) The increased deformation recovery ability induced by LDPE in bitumen improves the 653 

wetting rate of the cracked surfaces and leads to a higher short-term healing rate and bigger 654 

healing. However, the LDPE in bitumen cannot accelerate the molecular diffusion to increase 655 
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the intrinsic healing or the long-term healing rate. 656 
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 Two waste materials were firstly used to enhance healing ability of bitumen 

 Healing properties of bitumen was characterised based on crack length 

 Healing rate and potential was modelled using Ramberg-Osgood Equation 

 Bio-oil productively promotes healing performance of unaged bitumen 

 LDPE strengthens healing performances of unaged and PAV-aged bitumen 
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